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Cover Letter 

 

private and public communication for all jurisdictions – original law of nations 

 

notice to agent is notice to principal 

notice to principal is notice to agent 

 

To:  Lt Gen  Khehla John Sithole 

  SAPS National Commissioner 

  Street Address: Wachthuis, 7th Floor, 229 Pretorius Street, PRETORIA 

Phone:  012 393 2630  

Email:  sitolek@saps.gov.za 

 

To:  Lt Gen  Francina Ntombenhle Vuma 

  SAPS Deputy National Commissioner: Asset & Legal Management: 

  Street Address: Wachthuis, 7th Floor, 229 Pretorius Street, PRETORIA 

Phone:  012 393 1268 | 012 393 1270 

 

 

From:  brother-thomas, peacemaker 

  Fiduciary for the South African Republic Trust 

  Southern Africa Jural Assembly, hereinafter SAJurA, 

  A people’s court of conscience 

  arbitrators for the Southern African people, hereinafter “creditors” 

Email:  sajuralassembly@gmail.com 

 

 

Dated 13 December 2021 

 

 

Attention Peace Officers, in peace and without malice aforethought, 

 

We the people united as Coalition of Churches, National Peace Commission, 

SAJurA, Yes Movement, United Democratic Front, ZAR Boervolk and others have 

urgent need to communicate with your Office as a matter of urgency and national 

security.  
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Introducing SAJurA:  

Firstly, we the arbitrators for the people – the lawful and rightful authority, 

beneficiaries, creditors, owners, priority claimants, trustees and shareholders, with 

unlimited commercial liability, for the organic un-incorporated South African 

Republic, an Express Trust at South African common law, meaning the moral 

sentiment of the people, have assembled on Southern African land and soil at 

natural law jurisdiction as Southern Africa Jural Assembly, hereinafter “SAJurA”, an 

un-incorporated de jure people’s court of conscience and court of record by, for and 

of the people in accordance with and for the fulfilment of the 1955 Freedom Charter: 

 

THE PEOPLE SHALL GOVERN!  

Every man and woman shall have the right to vote for and to stand as a candidate for all 

bodies which make laws; 

 

And the 1994 Reconstruction & Development Programme (RDP) Policy 

Framework: 

5.7 THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

5.7.1 The system of justice should be made accessible and affordable to all people. It must be 

credible and legitimate. The legal processes and institutions should be reformed by 

simplifying the language and procedures used in the court, recognising and regulating 

community and customary courts, and professionalising the Attorney-General's office. The 

public defence system must be promoted and the prosecution system reformed. The pool of 

judicial officers should be increased through the promotion of lay officials, scrapping the 

divided bar and giving the right of appearance to paralegals. 

The legal system is neither credible nor legitimate; refer to the attached Mandamus 

to Courts of SA in support of our claims. 

 

And in accordance with but not subject to the Bill of Rights: 

Section 34. Access to courts 

Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be resolved by the application of law 

decided in a fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another independent and 

impartial tribunal or forum. 

 

And: 

39. Interpretation of Bill of Rights 

1. When interpreting any legislation, and when developing the common law or 

customary law, every court, tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and 

objects of the Bill of Rights. 

2. The Bill of Rights does not deny the existence of any other rights or freedoms that are 

recognised or conferred by common law, customary law or legislation, to the extent 

that they are consistent with the Bill. 

 

In peace, brother-thomas, peacemaker 
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Notice & Order 

 

 

Kindly Take Notice That the Peace Officers of the South African Police Services 

swore an oath and promised the following; 

“I commit myself to creating a safe and secure environment for all people in South 

Africa by – participating in endeavours aimed at addressing the causes of crime; 

preventing all acts which may threaten the safety or security of any community; and 

investigating criminal conduct which endangers the safety or security of the 

community and bringing the perpetrators to justice.” 

Refer to the attached SAPS Oath. 

 

However, our public servants and peace officers that are in fact paid by we the 

people to serve and protect us are now doing the bidding of the few puppets for the 

New World Order in this Global Plandemic – a UN Global De-population Agenda – 

an all-out war on humanity where the jab is the bullet and already millions of 

casualties in this war. And, you are hereby ordered to stop this madness and do your 

job!!!! Protect the people!!! 

 

It is a handful of global elites that use the greed of our weak leaders and a fiction 

called currency to control all banks, courts, governments, military, police and 

politicians through ignorance of how money is really created – out of thin air. 

 

Even the Catholic Church has called for an Anti-Globalist Campaign. 

November 19, 2021; Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò is calling for the creation of an 

Anti-Globalist Alliance “under the Cross of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the only King and 

Savior,” to fight back against the establishment of the New World Order. 

https://giftoftruth.wordpress.com/2021/12/07/archbishop-vigano-calls-for-an-anti-

globalist-alliance/ 

 

The people are wide awake and not buying the narrative. The Nuremberg 2 Trial has 

already begun in Poland against world leaders for crimes against humanity. 

Nuremberg 2 Trial against World Leaders for Crimes Against Humanity finally Kicks 

Off in Poland 

 

And, we wish and command you to begin investigating the chain Globalist chain of 

command in South Africa. After all, as Peace Officers you have committed to 

creating a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa and not to 

exploit them as Policy Enforcement Officers for the foreign private-for-profit RSA Inc. 

CIK#: 0000932419. Refer to https://giftoftruth.wordpress.com/   

 

And, 70% of South Africans did not vote meaning the majority do not recognise the 

government. We the people are the lawful government and authority for whom the 

government exists and acts for and is paid by. 

https://giftoftruth.wordpress.com/2021/12/07/archbishop-vigano-calls-for-an-anti-globalist-alliance/
https://giftoftruth.wordpress.com/2021/12/07/archbishop-vigano-calls-for-an-anti-globalist-alliance/
https://www.eutimes.net/2021/12/nuremberg-2-trial-against-world-leaders-for-crimes-against-humanity-finally-kicks-off-in-poland/
https://www.eutimes.net/2021/12/nuremberg-2-trial-against-world-leaders-for-crimes-against-humanity-finally-kicks-off-in-poland/
https://giftoftruth.wordpress.com/
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Take Further Notice That the Code of Ethics of Peace Officers clearly states: 

Respect for diversity - Application: Employees of the SAPS acknowledge the 

diversity of the people of our country and treat every person with equal respect. 

Explanation: In performing our duties, we will always show respect for the cultural 

and other diversities in the community. We will treat every person with equal respect 

and honour their rights as inhabitants of South Africa. We will not unlawfully 

discriminate against any person. 

 

Now, 75% of South Africans are refusing to take the jab yet, the SAPS is still pushing 

the globalist narrative. Peace Officers are hereby ordered to stand under your oath 

serve and protect. 

 

Take Further Notice That SAPS Peace officers swore an oath to uphold the Bill of 

Rights which is the supreme law of the land and anything contrary is illegal, unlawful 

and void. The Bill of Rights clearly states: 

 

9. Equality 

1. Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit of 

the law. 

 

10. Human dignity - Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity 

respected and protected. 

 

11. Life - Everyone has the right to life. 

 

12. Freedom and security of the person 

1. Everyone has the right to freedom and security of the person, which includes the right  

a. not to be deprived of freedom arbitrarily or without just cause; 

b. not to be detained without trial; 

c. to be free from all forms of violence from either public or private sources; 

d. not to be tortured in any way; and 

e. not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way. 

 

21. Freedom of movement and residence  

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement. 

2. Everyone has the right to leave the Republic. 

3. Every citizen has the right to enter, to remain in and to reside anywhere in, the 

Republic. 

4. Every citizen has the right to a passport. 

 

26. Housing 

1. Everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing. 
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2. The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available 

resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of this right. 

 

Why is the state failing the people? Why are the numbers of homeless growing? 

Please investigate and report back to us. 

 

Until then you are ordered not to harass but to protect the people and homeless also. 

You are their peace officer and public servant too. 

 

Refer to the attached SA Cease & Desist Order to the UN, Mandamus to Courts of 

SA, Notice to the President of RSA Inc., Public Notice & Order to the IEC and Notice 

& Order to the SANDF in support of this Notice and Order to the SAPS. 

 

Kindly contact us to meet and discuss a way forward.  

 

Govern yourselves accordingly;  

 

By Order; without prejudice; all natural rights reserved naturally. 

 

Commanded, Declared, Ordered, Proclaimed, Wished and Recorded this 13 th Day of 

December 2021, Land Southern Africa; South African Republic. 

 

In peace, by brother-thomas – peacemaker 

SA Jural Assembly 

sajuralassembly@gmail.com 
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 Code of Ethics of the South African Police Service 

 

Ethical policing demands that we as employees of the South African Police Service act with 

integrity and respect for people’s diversity and the law, thereby enhancing service excellence 

to the approval of the public. As members of the South African Police Service we will 

perform our duties according to the following principles: 

 

Integrity - Application: Employees of the SAPS regard the truth as being of the utmost 

importance. 

Explanation: We, as the employees of the SAPS, continually strive to uphold the mission, 

values, ethical principles and ethical standards of the SAPS. We will behave in a manner, 

which is consistent with these values. We will act honestly and responsibly in all situations. 

We will always tell the truth, perform our duties with noble motives and set an example in the 

communities we serve. 

 

Respect for diversity - Application: Employees of the SAPS acknowledge the diversity of 

the people of our country and treat every person with equal respect. 

Explanation: In performing our duties, we will always show respect for the cultural and other 

diversities in the community. We will treat every person with equal respect and honour their 

rights as inhabitants of South Africa. We will not unlawfully discriminate against any person. 

 

Obedience of the law - Application: Employees of the SAPS respect and uphold the law at 

all times. 

Explanation: Our duties mainly involve enforcing the law, and in our application of the law 

we will always stay within the law and Constitution of our country. We will, at all costs, 

avoid any conduct which would make us violators of the law. We will protect the inhabitants 

of South Africa against unlawful actions. 

 

Service excellence - Application: Employees of the SAPS work towards service excellence. 

 

Explanation: We will, at all times, perform our duties to the best of our abilities. Our 

conduct will bear the mark of professionalism. Our conduct and appearance will be proof of 

our commitment to service excellence. 

 

Public approval - Application: Employees of the SAPS always work with and for the 

approval of the community. 

 

Explanation: We will serve the best interest of the community, seeking the approval of the 

broad community in everything we do. 

 

The official Code of Conduct of the South African Police Service was introduced on 31 

October 1997. The Code of Conduct is a written undertaking which each member of the 

South African Police Service is obliged to uphold, in order to bring about a safe and secure 
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environment for all people of South Africa. Every member of the South African Police 

Service must make the Code of Conduct part of their code of life, principles and values.” 

 

 

Oath 

 

I commit myself to creating a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa by – 

participating in endeavours aimed at addressing the causes of crime; preventing all acts which 

may threaten the safety or security of any community; and investigating criminal conduct 

which endangers the safety or security of the community and bringing the perpetrators to 

justice. 

 

In carrying out this commitment, I shall at all times – uphold the Constitution and the law; 

take into account the needs of the community; recognize the needs of the South African 

Police Service as my employer; and co-operate with all interested parties in the community 

and the government at every level. 

 

In order to achieve a safe and secure environment for all the people of South Africa I 

undertake to – act with integrity in rendering an effective service of a high standard which is 

accessible to everybody, and continuously strive towards improving this service; utilize all 

available resources responsibly, efficiently and cost-effectively to optimize their use; develop 

my own skills and contribute towards the development of those of my colleagues to ensure 

equal opportunities for all; contribute to the reconstruction and development of, and 

reconciliation in our country; uphold and protect the fundamental rights of every person; act 

in a manner that is impartial, courteous, honest, respectful, transparent and accountable; 

exercise the powers conferred upon me in a responsible and controlled manner; and work 

towards preventing any form of corruption and to bring the perpetrators thereof to justice. 

 

End 

 

 

 


